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Rant - Reverie (2016)

  

    01. JT’s  02. Strathbogie Toast  03. Dad’s 60th  04. Rehoboth  05. Wha’ll Dance Wi Wattie? 
06. Happy Day  07. Mary’s Dream (feat. Ewan McLennan)  08. The Orca  09. Geanie’s Lament 
10. Thug thu chonnlach as an t-sabhal (feat. Julie Fowlis)  11. Willie Cumming’s Rant  12. Fire
Away!  13. Fyrir mig, Jesú, þoldir þú    Rant are:  Bethany Reid, Jenna Reid, Sarah-Jane
Summers, Lauren MacColl.    

 

  

Rant are four young female fiddle players who move between ancient and modern tunes with an
elegance, exuberance and skill that has rightly established them among the leading
instrumentalists in the inventive Scottish folk scene. Jenna Reid and her sister Bethany, from
the Shetland Islands, are joined by Sarah-Jane Summers and Lauren MacColl from the
Highlands to create an intricate “chamber folk” style. There are only fiddles in this string quartet,
but the music constantly changes.

  

Compositions by Bethany Reid and MacColl are set against elaborate arrangements of
traditional tunes, an exquisite lament from Highlands composer James Scott Skinner, pipe
reels, hornpipes, and a powerful, brooding treatment of an Icelandic hymn. Then there are two
tracks where they act as a classy backing band, first for a lament sung by Ewan McLennan, and
then for a spritely Gaelic strathspey dance song from Julie Fowlis. --- Robin Denselow,
theguardian.com

  

 

  

The music on offer from the four highly talented women that make up Rant is full of texture,
abiding dexterity and imagery that allows the flourish of a fiddle all it can ever dream of, of all it
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can ever want to achieve. In Reverie, that dream like state pulses outwards and catches the ear
of the listener with pride and passion in every plucked string and every slide of the bow towards
the bridge; in Reverie comes fruition and daring and Rant certainly have placed that into each
song on the new and well conjured album.

  

In Reverie comes fluidity and as the music from Bethany Reid, Jenna Reid, Sarah-Jane
Summers and Lauren MacColl flows as if being conducted by a being of substance and
dramatic infusion, so too does the imagery rise, the thoughts of the playful being turned into a
titanic overture and one to whom each member benefits greatly from.

  

The critical acclaim the band has received since their debut album has been complete and
sincere and as each bow takes to the field of play in some kind of heroic fiddle dance, so too
does the rise in expectancy that the listener cannot but help to hope to hear achieve. It is an
expectancy which is soon attained and the accomplishment is one to savour.

  

In tracks such as Strathbogie Toast, the beautiful Dad’s 60th, Wha’ll Dance wi’ Wattie and Thug
thu Chonnlach as an T-sabhal, Folk mixes freely with the simmering air of Celtic nourishment, it
glides and replenishes with vigour and fated consequence and above all a deep and meaningful
respect for the instrument of the band’s choosing. It is an album that is made possible by the
collective will to highlight the tracks with the beauty that the fiddle offers and one that sticks in
the memory because of the illuminating score that underpins the whole experience.

  

An album of attitude and fondness; one that surrender to the soul but punches outwards as
protecting its own, Reverie is a great dream to be found within. ---Ian D. Hall,
liverpoolsoundandvision.co.uk

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex 4shared mega mediafire zalivalka cloudmailru uplea 
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https://yadi.sk/d/4-8yvibDs2SKJ
http://www.4shared.com/zip/1rgP8ozmba/Rnt-R16.html
https://mega.nz/#!gB5T1L4R!veiap6B3H7wLjsNNFi0pqcOLa1RmSZc7ZGKJM0pIUK0
http://www.mediafire.com/download/1vmfppg7o6rr501/Rnt-R16.zip
http://zalivalka.ru/353205
https://cloud.mail.ru/public/5iJ8/bfx7iDzJW
http://uplea.com/dl/F1FE8EC7983CD22
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